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ABSTRACT

A tether system for providing thrust to or power subsystems
of an artificial satellite in a low earth orbit. The tether has
three main sections, an insulated section connected to the
satellite, a conducting section connected to the insulating
section for drawing in and releasing electrons f?om the space
plasma and a non-conducting section for providinga tension
to the other sections of the tether. An oxygen resistant
coating is applied to the bare wire of the conducting section
as well as the insulated wires of the insulated section that
prevents breakdown during tether operations in the space
plasma. The insulated and bare wire sections also surround
a high tensile flexible polymer core to prevent any debris
h m breaking the tether during use.
7 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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neutral particles to allow the charges to migrate across the
field lines and complete the phantom circuit.
The invention described herein was made in performance
Once the current is established within the tether, the
of work under a NASA contract and by an employee of the
combination of the current running through the tether, the
United States Government and is subject to the provisions of s tether orbiting about the earth and the geomagnetic field of
the Earth react together to create a force that acts on the
Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of
1958, as amended, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42
tether. This force acts in a direction opposite to the moveU.S.C. $2457), and 35 U.S.C. $202,and may be manufacment of the tether across the magnetic field in orbit. An
t u r d and used by or for the Government of the United States
example of this type of electro-dynamic tether is shown in
ofAmerica for governmentalpurposes without the payment IO US. Pat. No. 6,116,544(Forwardetal.), incorporated herein
of any royalties thereon or therefor. In accordance with 35
by reference in its entirety. The tether consists of a wire
U.S.C. $202,the Contractor elected not to retain title.
attached to a spacecraft at one end and attached to an end
mass at the other end. The tether is made of a braided
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
aluminum or copper wire. The tether is used to slow the
15 spacecraft down and reduce its orbit.
The principal utility of the present invention is in outer
Another application of the tether is to generate power to
space,where it is useful for powering spacecraft subsystems,
either charge batteries on the spacecraft or power spacecraft
charging battery systems, raising the orbit of a satellite or
subsystems. As outlined above, the orbit of the tether across
the Earth’s magnetic field induces a force on the electrons
lowering the orbit of a satellite. The satellite may be a
manmade object, e.g., a spaceship or a telecommunications 20 within the tether wire, which creates a charge separation and
satellite or a space station, or a smaller celestial body
produces an electricpotential due to Coulomb’s law until the
orbiting a larger celestial body. Such operations are accomforces are balanced by current flow. When the current flow
plished with the use of an electro-dynamic tether system.
stops, there is a potential difference between one end of the
tether and the other. After completing the circuit, the power
BACKGROUND OF INVENTION
25 provided may be used to power spacecraft substations or
charge batteries. -4nexample of such a system is shown in
Various tests have verified the utility of electrodynamic
US. Pat. No. 4,923,151(Roberts et al.), incorporatedherein
tethers in space such as the Small Expendable Deployer
by reference in its entirety, with the use of a tether extended
between two satellites. The tether comprises outer conducSystem (SEDS 1 & 2), the Plasma Motor Generator (PMG)
and the TetheredSatellite System flights (TSS-1 &TSS-1R). 30 tive material layers and an inner conductive material layer
Electro-dynamic tethers, in a relatively vertical gravityelectrically connected to the tethered object, both separated
by an insulator material.
stabilized manner, interact with the magnetic fields of the
Earth‘s or other celestial bodies magnetic fields to produce
Studies have shown that the use of a bare wire in space
would substantially increase the collection of electrons as
either electrical power or thrust. These tethers generally
consist of a wire extending from a satellite or connected 3s opposed to the use of conventional plasma contactors.
between two satellites, each containing plasma contactors,
However, a problem with bare wire plasma contactors is that
which are orbiting the Earth or other celestial body. An
in an oxygen rich envhnment of a low Earth orbit, the bare
electromotiveforce (emf) is induced across the length of the
wire tethers of copper or aluminum would quickly oxidize
tether.
and degrade, losing their electro-dynamic properties. Such
The emf acts to create a potential difference across the 40 greatly reduces the effective life of the tether and would
require more frequent replacement. Secondly, the Earth‘s
tether by making one end of the tether positive with respect
to the other end. In order to produce a current fiom this
thermal albedo would raise the temperatureof the bare wire
potential difference, the tether ends must make electrical
tether to the point that its resistance would rise, thus decreascontact with the Earth’s plasma environment. Both plasma
ing its performance and reducing effective use of the tether.
Another problem with the prior art devices is that the wire
contactors and large conductive surfaces at the ends of the 45
constructionsare not sufficiently flexible enough to allow a
tether provide this contact, establishing a current loop
through the tether, external plasma and the ionosphere
sufficient length of the tether to be wound up in a relative
small space on the satellite or spacecraft orbiting a celestial
around the Earth, sometime called a phantom loop. An
example of the phantom loop is shown in FIG. 1. Two field
body.
lines 13a and 13b representing levels o f the magnetic field so
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
of the Earth 12 are shown. As the tether 100 connects the
field regions 13a and 13b of the Earth 12 in the orientation
It is thus an object and intention of this invention to
as shown, the electrons are moved towards the other end,
near plasma contactor 300, of the tether, thus charging the
overcome these problems with the prior art devices and
ends of the tether, positive near a plasma contactor 200 and ss provide an electro-dynamic tether that can effectively
negative near plasma contactor 300. When thqe plasma
increase or decrease the orbit of a satellite or power subsystems and charge batteries of a Spacecraft. It is a fuaher
contactors or conductive surfaces are placed on the ends of
the tether, the electrons are free to travel into and out of the
object to provide a tether that fits within the weight and
tether cable creatingcharged clouds. -4sshown in the figure,
volume constraints of the existing Small Expendable
the collection of electrons from a positive end plasma 60 Deployer Systems (SEDS).The tether must also be strong
contactor 200 andtheii emission from a negative end plasma
enough to withstand the forces exerted by deployment and
the tether dynamics and further to survive the space en+contactor 300 creates a net positive cloud 14 at the positive
end plasma contactor 200 and a negative cloud 15 at the
ronment including atomic oxygen, temperatures and
micrometeoroidorbital debris (M/OD) to accomplish the
negative end plasma contactor 300. The excess ike charges
migrate along the geomagneticfield lmes interceptedby the 65 mission duration of twenty-four hours to twenty-one days.
&.her ends until they reach the ViciiGty o€a lower section of
are accom@M wifh fhe use of
These and other
- % ~ - i & i ~ ~ % ~ E mtilere are sumcienr cotl%im
d e c n ~ - c j . n a m i i cCOM~~I&-RTS
~
spacecrafi
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satellite comprising three sections spliced together, a nonconducting section extending away fiom the Spacecraft, a
conducting section attached to the non-conducting section
and an insulatingsection connectingbetween the conducting
section and the spacecraft. The non-condu&g section is a 5
flat, braided polyethylene fiber, the conducting section is a
coated a1u-m
wire group and the insulating section is an
insulated
wire group. ne insulating
attached to a unit within the sDacecraft which can be
connected to craft subsystems, battery charges, and01
plasma contactors.
In a preferred embodiment, the length of the non-conducting section is preferably 10 km. Such length provides
sufKcient gravity-gradient tension to both deploy the conductive tether and to stabilize the entire system under action
l5
of electro-dynamic k s t force.
In another embodiment, the conducting section is coated
with an atomic oxygenresistant conducting polymer, such as
C-COR, made by Triton Systems, Inc. of Chelmsford, Mass.
The conducting section of the tether collects electrons from
the space plasma. The coating on the conducting section 20
provides good surface conductivity for electron collection
and improved surface optical properties for thermal control
that prevents the aluminum wire from overheating.
In a further embodiment, each aluminum wire of the
insulating section is over coated with a polyimide and an 25
oxygen resistant, insulating polymer, such as TOR-BP, made
by Triton Systems, Inc. of Chelmsford, Mass. The insulating
section, which is closest to the spacecraft or satellite, prevents electron re-connection from the plasma contactor to
the tether.
3o
In another embodiment, the aluminum wires of the conducting and insulating sections are wrapped around a
braided KEVLAR aramid fiber core. The aramid fiber core
provides ample tensile strength as well as improved windability and deployability.
In a fifth embodiment, the aluminum wires in the con- 35
ducting section and the insulating section are cold welded
together. A cold weld provides strong bond between the
wires while not damaging or oxidizing the aluminum.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Other embodiments,featuresand advantages of the invention described herein will occur to those skilled in the art
from the following description of a preferred embodiment
and the accompanying drawings, in which
FIG. 1 is a diagram of the circuit created using a tether in
orbit above the Eaah;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the tether system according to the preferred embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a diagram of the circuitry within a spacecraft
having the tether of FIG. 2 attached thereto;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the connection apparatus
between the tether of FIG. 2 and the spacecm
FIG. 5 is a blown up view of the tether according to the
preferred embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6A is a cross section of the conducting sytion wire
of the tether shown in FIG. 5; and
FIG. 6B is a cross section of the insulating sectionwire of
the tether shown in FIG. 5.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
The electrodynamic tether 400 according to the present
invention is shown in FIG. 2. In the figure, a spacecraft300
12 in the direction and speed V. A tether
wn towardsthe surfice of the Earth h m
XP.
taprcm*-*-w
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power various subsystems or charge batteries. The tether is
separated into three sections, an insulating section 401
attached to spacecraft 300, a conducting section 402
attached to the insulating section extending therefrom and a
non-conducting 403 section attached to the conducting section and extenbg thtxefrom.
Circle dots 1 3 and
~ 13b represent the mametic field lines
of the Earth moving out of the page (to the left of the
direction of travel V). The horizontal lines extending from
the field lines 13a and 13b represent the change in fieId
strength. As is shown in FIG. 2, spacecraft 300 is at a
different field strength than the extended portion of conducting section 402.As was discussed above with reference to
FIG. 1,the magnetic field induces the electrons to move in
the direction along path C towards Earth, Le., to the lower
end of tether 400,causing the upper end (away from Earth)
of the tether to be more positive and the lower end (closer
to Earth) of tether to be more negative. Conducting section
402 of tether 400 releases the electrons into space and a
plasma contactor (not shown) located on spacecraft 300
draws in electrons, thus completing a circuit in a manner
similar to the circuit describedabove with respect to FIG. 1.
As the spacecraft orbits the Earth in direction and speed
V, the combination of the movement of tether 400 in orbit,
current traveling throughout tether and the magnetic field of
the Earth causes a force SF to act upon the electrons in the
tether in the opposite direction from the direction V according to the equations:
Force=e*E

(1)

where E=(velocity of tether)x(magnetic field
strength)
and e=the charge moving through the tether

(3)

Force SF acting on the tether, in turn slows the orbit of the
spacecraft as well. Thus, by extending the tether towards the
Earth in an orbit, the tether in effect produces a reverse thrust
to slow spacecraft 300 down and reduce its orbit.
Tether 400may also be used to increase the velocity of the
spacecraft and thus raise its orbit by reversing the flow ofthe
electrons in the tether. As mentioned above, the ~
tflow ~
of electrons along the tether is towards Earth 12.If a power
supply is attached between the plasma contactor in the
spacecraft and insulating section 401 and has a sufficient
voltage to overcome the voltage supplied naturally in the
tether, the electrons will travel in a reverse direction, namely
the electrons will move up toward the spacecraft. Conducting section 402 will then collect electrons from the ionosphere and the plasma contactor will expel them from the
spacecraft. Such arrangement effectively reverses the current in the tether, and according to equations (l),(2) and (3)
above, will reverse the force acting on the tether, namely in
the opposite direction of force SF and in the direction of
force AF, shown in FIG. 2. Since the force AF acts on tether
400 in the same direction as V,the velocity of the tether will
be increased, and thus the velocity of spacecraft 300 will
increase as well.
The tether accordingto the present invention further may
be used as a power generator on the spacecraft. In such an
anangement as shown in FIG. 2,a tether 400B is extended
away from a spacecraft 300B and away from Earth, in a
higher orbit. Spacecraft 300B is traveling in direction V.
Based on the principles of the tether dynamics as described
in reference to FIG. 1, the electrons will be collected by a
conducting section 402B, move down through tether 400B,
into s p a c e c a 300B. The orbital velocity in this apparatus
creates a motional electric field that may be determined by
e c p l i r n Q) zbve. The motional ek&c %ld p
a
i-d

---

A

l
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system under action of electro-dynamic thrust force.Amass
by conducting section 402B and brought into spacecraft
may also be connectedto the distal end of the tether from the
300B for use by power systems andlor to charge battery
systems.
spacecraft or used in place of non-conducting section to
provide the required stability.
The circuitry located within spacecraft 300 used to perform each of these functions is illustrated in a basic form in
Section
FIG. 3. Depending on which function is being performed,
Chme&d to ~ n - c o n d ~ section
~ n g 403 is the conductLe., reverse thrust, forward thrust and power generating,the
ing section 402. This section either accepts electrons from
electron flow will be
in on or going out oftether400.
A connecting apparams 500 is used to reel in and let out
the space Plasma Or emits them, depending on the p d c u l a r
tether 400 from the spacecraft. The circuit generally has a
use oftether 400- It generally comprises a length, which can
switchg section 900, which is used to complete the circuit lo range anywhere from 0.5 to 150 Irm in length. Preferable
lengths are between 3 km and 10 Irm,with a preferred length
with several systems.
of aluminum wire, copper wire or alloys
of about 4.84 h,
If switching section 900 is connected as show, the
thereof. Use of either metal is dependent on weight conbetween tether 400 and a plasma
is compl~ed
In a Preferred
straints Of the tether
contactor 600, which may be a hollow cathode, an electron
for bringing in
or -hg is conducting section 402 comprises seven wires 412 of alugua, or other
them. This circuit would be used to perform a reverse thrust
minum Wires, 28 American Wire Gauge 1350-0, braided
together (shown parallel in FIG. 5 for illustrationpurposes).
to slow the spacecraft down.
E switching apparatus 900 connects the circuit across to
The braiding may occur in my fashion known to those
a power supply 700 that is connected to plasma contactor
having ordinary skill in the art that allows for the electrons
600, tether 400 would operate as a forward thruster. Namely, 20 to
move
the tether
allowing the tether lo
be
for storage. For example, there may be no
as outlined above, power supply 700 would provide a
braiding, a cadacus type braiding or a braiding similar to that
voltage along the circuit consiskg of tether 400, power
supply 700, plasma contactor 600 and the phantom loop that
used in the Hop-tethr W.S. Pat. NO. 6,116,544 (Fornard et
is stronger than the mmral voltage occ.g without the
al.)). To provide conductingsection 402 with a strong tensile
applied voltage. The electrons would be received by tether 25
and the ability to be spooled O n t o Spool 5037 the
400, brought through the power supply and emitted from
seven wire strank 412 are w ~ P P e d a o m d 6X380braided
a
high tensile but flexible polymer core, such as KEVLAR
plasma contactor 600.
If switching apparatus 900 connects across to a system
aramid fiber, produced by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and
Of Wilmington,
substation 800 that is connected to plasma contactor 600,
then tether 400 would operate as a power generator. The
The cross section of each wire 412 is shown in FIG. 6A.
electrons would travel down tether 400 as outlined above 30 Each wire 412 comprises an aluminum wire 440 and is
coated with a conductiveand atomic oxygen resistant Polywith respect to the power generator into the system substamer Coating 420 that m Y comprise One to three thin
tion to run various devices within the spacecraft or to charge
coatings. The conductive coating allows for electrons to
batteries.
FIG. 4 illustrates a view of connecting apparatus 500.
free$ pass through the coating. A preferable thickness F of
Tether 400 is extended from or drawn &o connecting 35 coating 420 is between 0.34 mil and 0.36 mil, but other
apparatus by operation of a spool 503.At the center of spool
thicknesses are possible depending on the thickness of the
503, tether 400 emerges at end 450 and is connected to the
akunimm Wire and the Particularapplication.Typical &kkness of conductive Sections is 0.3 mil to 0.4mil. Preferably,
various devices as shown in FIG. 3. Tether 400 is guided out
of the spacecraft via a system of rollers 502 and a tether
thiCkneSS F is 0.35 mil.
guide 501. While a specific connecting apparatus is shown 40
For conducting section 402, coating 420 is a polyarlene
ether resin that makes the polymer coating colorless mixed
here, various other apparatus obvious to a person having
ordinay skill in the art that is capable of drawing in and
along with a conductive polymer which will additionally
make the conducting section highly conductive to allow
extending out the tether would work.
The structure of tether 400 is shown with reference to
elechons to enter and exit the conducting section.
FIGS. 5, 6A and 6B.Tether 400 generally comprises three 45 The conductive polymer may be any polymer having the
sections as discusses above, a non-conductingsection 403,
property of being conductive. Typical conductorsare polyaa conducting section 402 and an insulating section 401.
niline, polythiophene,polypyrmle and polyacetlene. PolyaNon-conducting section 403 generally comprises a length of
d i n e is used in the preferred embodiment. The polyaniline
material, preferably 10 to 15 km, of flat, polyethylene fiber
is rendered conductiveby doping the emeraldinebase which
braid of 13x100 denier braided 7.5 to 8 picks per inch. An
is insulatingwith an acid, “HA,” to create a emeraldine salt
example of polyethylene fiber is Dyneema fiber, produced 50 which is conducting. The conducting polyaniline may be
by Western Filament of Grand Junction, Colo. It is deployed
made insulatingagain by undoping the emeraldine salt with
ammonium hydroxide. The formulas can be written as
first to provide s a c i e n t gravity-gradient tension to both
deploy the conductive tether and to stabilize the entire
follows.
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Preferably, a combination of 13% polyanilene and 87%
POlYarlene ether resin is used as the coating 420 for conducting section 402 of tether 400. Such combination and
thickness provides good surface conductivity for electron
collection and improved surface optical properties for thermal control that prevents the aluminum wire from overheatcoating 420 also Provides an atomic oxygen resistant
Coating which Prevents the aluminurnwires from c o r r o d k
thus increasingthe efficiency and usability of the wires. The
basis for this atomic resistance is discussed below under the
heading for Oxygen Resistant Phosphine Co-polymers.

Insulating section 401 and conducting section 402 are
preferably connected together via a cold weld between each
wire in
sections,preformed in a m a hewn to those
forced contact or
skilled in the art, such as hi& pres-,
cold
cold
a
s.ng joint betwmn these tether sdons
without affftcting
their electrical propefiies. The insulating polymer and oxygen resistant layer of M a t i n g section 401 may overlap the
connection to protect the cometion.

Insulating Section
Connected b e w e n conducting section 402 of tether 400
300, 3 0 0 ~is insulating section 401. It
and
provides a passage of the electrons along the tether, without
releasing them into the space plasma near the spacecraft and
also Prevents ~ ~ ~ ~ n n e cOf
t i fhe
o n electrons from Plasma
contactor 600 inthe spacecraftback into the tether (See FIG.
3), which could interfere with the tether electrical circuit as
describedabove with referenceto FIGS. 1 and 2. It generally
comprises a length, typically from 0.0 m in some applications where no insulating section is
to a length of 1
km in others to avoid reconnection as outlined above. In a
preferred embodiment, the length is about 214 m of aluminum or copper wire. Use of either metal is dependent on
weight constraints of the tether apparatus. In the preferred
embodiment, the seetion comprises seven wires 411 of
aluminum braided together (shown parallel in FIG. 5 for
illustration purposes). The braiding occurs similar to that
described above with reference to conducting section 402.
For consistency between sections, the number of wires and
the braiding of insulating section 401 should be similar or
the same as conducting section 402. To provide insulating
section 401 with a strong tensile strength and the ability to
be spooled onto spool 503, the seven wire strands are
wrapped around a 9x380 braided high tensile but flexible
polymer core, such as KEKAR aramid fiber, similar to the
core of conducting section 402.
The cross section of each wire 411 in insulating section
401 is shown in FIG. 6B. Wire 411 comprises an aluminum
wire 440 and is coated with a combination of an insulating
polymer and an atomic oxygen resistant polymer. A single
layer of a polymer having these pmperties can be used. In
the preferred embodiment of the invention as shown in FIG.
6B, the coating consists of a first insulating layer 421
surrounding the wire and an oxygen resistant layer 422
surrounding insulating layer 421. The insulating polymer
making up insulating layer 421 is preferably a polyimide.
Insulating layer 421 preferably has a thickness E of 1.O mil.
The oxygen resistant layer preferably comprises a polyarlene ether benzimidazole with biphenyl moieties and
typically has a thickness of F of betweea 0.3 and 1.41 mil,
but preferably has a thickness F of between 0.3 and 0.4 mil.
In the preferred embodiment, the thickness is, 0.35 mil.
However, largeror smaller thicknessmay be used depending
on the intendeduse and specificparameters of the tether. The
basis for this atomic resistance is discussed below under the
heading for Oxygen Resistant Phosphine Go-polymers
The layer of polyimide in insulating layer 421 provides a
superior insulation with high heat resistant capabilities. In
the preferred embodiment, the thickness should be such as
to provide a dielectric breakdown voltage of between 5006
on the electric wire structure outlined
Uf-98to

5

1o

15

2o

25

Oxygen Resistant Phosphine Co-Polymers
In the low Earth orbit, atomic oxygen are heavily present,
which
quickly
the
Or
wire
strands to oxidize if the wires were left bare, without any
Coating. Following this O ~ ~ t i Othe
n ,electmdwcsOfthe
copper and aluminum wires decreases substantially.
In the oxygen resistant layers, 420 and 422, in conducting
section 402 and insulating section 401, respectively, the
polyarlene ether
and the polyarlene ether benzimidazole with biphenyl moieties voR-BP) each have pheOf the
nYIPhosPhineOxide goups in theirbackbone
polper, which
them the prope@ Of being Oxygen
resistant (See formulas below). The Use of

O

G

G

O

O

30

G
35
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Polyarleneether (COB)
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9
-continued
5

Polyarelene ether benzirmdazole (TOR-BP)
dbiphenyl groups
10

these phenyl-phosphine oxide groups in the coating for the
tether in the low Earth orbit oxygen rich environment
a layer of phosphate to form on the outer surface of the
coating upon exposure to the plasma. The phosphate layer
created will protect against attack by the atomic oxygen,
prOkCting the wire i?om further erosion. Suitable ranges for
these phenyl-phosphine moieties is grater than Or equal to
75% molar ratio.
Whjle these phosphines
were used in thsi
example, other phosphine polymers could be used that have
rather
as outlined above. For
thmusing a polyarlene ether b e d h o l e havingbiphenyl
r y be a polmoieties as ouflined above, the c o - p o l ~ e m
yarlene ether benzimidazole with no biphenyl moieties
having the following formula.

1s

2o

Although the present invention has been described and
illustrated in detail to a specific tether design and structure,
such explanationis to be clearly understoodthat the same is
by way of illustration and example only, and is not to be
taken by way of limitation.Other modifications of the above
examples may be made by those having ordinary skill in the
art which remain within the scope of the invention. For
instance, other coatings other than those presented here can
be used as long as those coating provide similar properties.
Funher varying lengths and width of the tether and the wires
in the tether are disclosed herein; however, such lengths can
be atended or shortened depending on the use and intention
of the tether system. More or fewer wire strands can also be
used according to this invention. Further, other coatings on
the wire may be inmdumd in lieu of or in addition to those
&&bed herein provided they provide similar functional
characteristicsor have similar properties as those polymers
disclosed herein. However, various other structures are
possible using the invention, such as a tether with an end
mass rather than the non-conducting Section, Or differing
materials used in the non-conducting section. It should be
apparent ikom this description that embodiments other than
those described above come within the spirit and scope of

TOR VAEBI) Polymer

Where Ar is

the present invention. Thus, the spirit and scope of the
present invention should be defined only by the terms of the
claims.
~
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An example of a copolymer having the above formula is a
product sold under the trade name TOR, by Triton Systems,
E 01 Lhelmstord, Mass.
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We ciaim:
1.A tether system, for a satellite,
~ comprising:
a plasma contactor mounted on the satellite for accepting
or emitting electrons;
a insulated section of wire electrically connected to the
pIasma contact05
a bare wire section electrically connected to the insulated
section capable of accepting or emitting electrons; and
a third section connected to the bare wire section,
wherein each o f the insulated and bare wire sectibns is
coated with an atomic oxygen resistant polymer, the
at0 .
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the coating conductive wherein the sections are separate and distinct and are connected in series.
2. The tether system according to claim 1, wherein the
conductive material is one of polyanilene, polythiophene,
polypyrrole and polyacetlene.
5
3. The tether system according to claim 1, wherein the
phosphine polymer coating on the bare wire comprises 87%
phosphine copolymer and 13% conducting polymer.
4. The tether system according to claim 1, wherein
satellite sub-systems are electrically connected between the io
insulated section and the plasma contactor.
5. The tether system according to claim 1, wherein the
third section comprises a non-conducting polymer strand
extending from the satellite.
6. The tether system according to claim 5, wherein the 15
polymer strand is a flat braid of polyethylene fiber.

2
7.-4tether system, for a satellite, comprising:
a plasma contactor mounted on the satellite for accepting
or emitting electrons;
a insulated section of wire electrically connected to the
plasma contactor;
a bare wire section electricallyconaected to the insulated
section capable of accepting or emitting electrons; and
a third section connected to the bare wire section, wherein
the atomic oxygen resistant polymer is a phosphine
polymer, and the phosphine polymer coating on the
bare wire is a polyarlene ether resin wherk the sections
are separate and distinct and are connected in series.
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